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Аbstract. Nowadays there are a lot of modern technologies in electronic lexicography: speech synthesis technology, cross-
referencing between dictionary modules, spell-checking functions, etc. The increasing availability of online information has 
necessitated intensive research in the area of automatic text summarization within the Natural Language Processing commu- 
nity. Belarusian scientists are also interested in this sphere and new lexicographical approaches for creating a linguistic data-
base are shown in the paper. The authors present English-Belarusian-Russian electronic dictionary TechLex. This is the  
project of the 2nd English Department and the Department of Software for Information Systems and Technologies of the Bela-
rusian National Technical University. The linguistic database of the dictionary is compiled not by the traditional method  
of processing a large number of paper dictionaries and combining the received translations, but by sequential processing  
of scientific and technical English-language periodicals. While the designing the dictionary the authors have taken into ac-
count the analysis of modern electronic multilingual translation dictionaries and created a client-server application in the Java 
programming language. The client part of the system contains a mobile application for the Android operating system, which 
has been tested on tablets and smartphones with different screen diagonals. The interface of the TechLex dictionary is de-
signed taking into account the possibility of adding new subject areas and filling them with appropriate lexical material.  
The main advantage of our dictionary is that it is the first technical multilingual electronic dictionary having a Belaru- 
sian version. 
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Реферат. В настоящее время существует много научных подходов в области лексикографии: синтез речи, взаимо-
связь информационных модулей словаря, корректировка правописания и т. д. Лавинообразный объем различной  
онлайн-информации в сетях вызвал необходимость создания систем автоматической обработки текстов. Белорусские 
ученые также ведут работу в этом направлении – новый подход к созданию лингвистической базы данных для такого 
рода систем рассмотрен в статье. Авторы представляют англо-белорусско-русский электронный словарь TechLex, 
который является совместным проектом кафедры английского языка № 2 и кафедры информационных систем и тех- 
нологий Белорусского национального технического университета.  Лингвистическая  база данных словаря  составлена 
не традиционным методом  обработки печатных  версий  переводных  словарей, а путем  последовательной обработки 
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текстов периодических научных изданий узкой предметной области с последующей систематизацией лексических 
единиц. В процессе работы авторы изучили имеющиеся многоязычные электронные словари и создали клиент-
серверное приложение на языке Java. Клиентская часть системы содержит мобильное приложение для операционной 
системы Android, которое было протестировано на планшетах и смартфонах с различными диагоналями экранов. 
Интерфейс словаря TechLex разработан с учетом возможности добавления новых предметных областей и заполнения 
их необходимым лексическим материалом. Неоспоримым достоинством предлагаемого словаря является тот факт, 
что это первый технический электронный многоязычный словарь, имеющий белорусскую версию перевода. 
 
Ключевые слова: компьютерная лексикография, обработка естественного языка, лингвистическая база данных, тер-
минологическая система, клиент-серверное приложение, операционная система Android 
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The term electronic dictionary can be used  
to refer to any data collection in electronic form 
concerned with the spelling, meaning or use of 
words [1]. The early use of computers in lexicog-
raphy Computers were first employed in lexicogra-
phy in the 1960s. It was the associate editor of the 
Random House Dictionary of English Language [2].  
At the same time the Lexicographic Project at Sys-
tem Development Corporation in Santa Monica, Ca- 
lifornia, developed Webster Dictionary. It was crea- 
ted as a tape version of the paper-based Webster’s 7th 
New Collegiate Dictionary and the New Merriam-
Webster Pocket Dictionary [3]. Advances in techno- 
logy in the 1970s encouraged a more extensive use of 
computers in lexicographical projects. Computer-
based compilation systems were employed to sort 
and check entries in both the first Longman Dictio- 
nary of Contemporary English (LDOCE) (1978) [4]. 
Corpus lexicography began in the early 1980s, with 
the inauguration of the COBUILD project [5]. Lexi-
cographic information in machine-readable form  
became increasingly available to lexicographers and 
researchers. The Diccionario de la Lengua Espa- 
ñola (1984) is considered as “the last large European 
dictionary to be completed using exclusively the  
traditional methods of handwritten slips and letter-
press composition and printing” [6].  
The first electronic dictionaries with interfaces 
designed for human users were an offshoot of a 
calculator and Personal Digital Assistant techno- 
logy, and became available in 1978. These were 
the LK-3000 produced by the Lexicon Corpora-
tion, Florida (the rights were acquired by Nixdorf 
that now is Siemens), the Craig M100 produced  
by the Craig Corporation, Japan, and “Speak & 
Spell”, an educational toy produced by Texas  
Instruments [7]. Once the text of the dictionary 
was digitized and online, it was also available to be 
published on CD-ROM. The text of the first  
edition was made available in 1987 [8]. 
Nowadays there are a lot of modern technolo-
gies in electronic lexicography: speech synthesis 
technology, cross-referencing between dictionary 
modules, spell-checking functions and etc. [9–11]. 
The increasing availability of online information 
has necessitated intensive research in the area of 
automatic text summarization within the Natural 
Language Processing (NLP) community. Over the 
past half a century the problem has been investigated 
by applied linguistics and addressed from many dif-
ferent perspectives in varying domains and using  
various paradigms. The subfield of summarization 
has been investigated by the NLP community for 
nearly the last half century. Dragomir R. Radev de-
fines a summary as “a text that is produced from one 
or more texts, that conveys important information in 
the original text(s), and that is no longer than half of 
the original text(s) and usually significantly less than 
that” [12]. Belarusian scientists are also interested  
in the development of NLP systems. The example  
of such a system with possibility of translation  
is TRT [13]. The linguistic base date of the system 
includes electronic dictionary with semantic codes. 
This approach makes possible to precisely define 
semantic   functions   of   the  text  keywords  that  are 
situated in parsing groups and allows the automatic 
system to avoid typical mistakes [14]. The main part 
of TRT linguistic database (LD) is an alphabetical-
frequency dictionary with semantic codes. It was 
used as a base for the creation of the electronic Eng-
lish-Belarusian-Russian dictionary. This is the project 
of the 2nd English Department and the Department  
of Software for Information Systems and Techno- 




The objective of this research is to develop an 
electronic English-Belarusian-Russian dictionary 
for helping students to accurately identify the 
meaning of a word in a short period of time.  
The research focuses on the following aspects: 
1) to create LD for the dictionary using English 
periodicals; 
2) to develop a software for the dictionary; 
3) to evaluate the suitability of the dictionary 
for the students of Belarusian National Technical 
University on specialty “Informatics” with text-
book “English. Computer Engineering” [15] and 
specialties “Information systems and technolo-
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gies”, “Information technology software” with 
textbooks “The art of unit testing” [16]. 
 
The methodology  
of a linguistic database development 
 
For the creating of LD for our electronic dic-
tionary, the selection and description of informa- 
tics terminology in English, Belarusian and Rus-
sian languages was done. Afterwards the compari-
son of these descriptions and the harmonization  
of terminological systems of the above-mentioned 
languages were carried out. At the first stage, we 
selected and analyzed 30 scientific and technical 
English articles taken from periodicals “Interna-
tional Journal of Innovative Research in Computer 
and Communication Engineering”, “Journal of 
Computer Engineering & Information Techno- 
logy”, “Journal of Applied & Computational Math-
ematics”, “American Journal of Computer Science 
and Information Technology”, “Journal of Infor-
matics and Data Mining”. As a result, 7000 terms 
were selected for dictionary LB. In the total number 
of terms were chosen: 
 one-component terms: frame (англ.) – фрэйм 
(бел.) – фрейм (рус.); storage (англ.) – захоўван-
не (бел.) – хранение (рус.); subset (англ.) – пад- 
мноства (бел.) – подмножество (рус.); 
 multicomponent terms: access control (англ.) – 
кіраванне доступам (бел.) – управление досту-
пом (рус.); information query language (англ.) – 
інфармацыйна-пошукавая мова (бел.) – инфор-
мационно-поисковый язык (рус.). 
Since a significant part of the computer science 
sublanguage are abbreviations, they were also  
considered for inclusion in the linguistic database 
of the dictionary: AIS/Alarm Indication Signal 
(англ.) – СІАС/сігнал індыкацыі аварыйнага 
стану (бел.) – СИАС/сигнал индикации аварий- 
ного состояния (рус.); BIOS/Basic Input-Output 
System (англ.) – базавая сістэма ўводу-выва- 
ду (бел.) – базовая система ввода-вывода (рус.); 
GUI/Graphical User Interface (англ.) – графічны 
інтэрфейс карыстальніка (бел.) – графический 
интерфейс пользователя (рус.); TB/terabyte 
(англ.) – тэрабайт (бел.) – терабайт (рус.).  
The number of abbreviations was 8 % of the total 
number of selected vocabulary. This is due to the 
presence of a large number of multi-component 
technical terms in innovative developments. 
The results of our terminological research were 
placed in Excel table for further filling of English-
Belarusian-Russian electronic dictionary LD.  
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Electronic dictionary software realization 
 
There are two common types of modern elec-
tronic dictionary software realization. They are 
web application and mobile application. Both are 
very popular and each of them has its own ad-
vantages and disadvantages. A web application is a 
client-server application (the client is a browser, 
and the server is a web server). Data in this app is 
stored mainly on the server and is exchanged over 
the network [17, 18]. It follows that to work with  
a web application, the user needs access to the  
Internet or to the organization local network if the 
server is located there [19]. The main advantage of 
choosing the client-server application is the fact 
that users do not depend on the operating system, 
so web applications are cross-platform and number 
of people can use it at the same time. Also, they  
do not require installation on a computer, tablet or 
smartphone, i. e. they don’t occupy a device 
memory unlike mobile applications. With mobile 
applications, the situation is different. For chan- 
ging the design, making any improvements, deve- 
loping additional features the user needs to down-
load it himself from the store or another resource. 
The disadvantage of the client-server solution is  
its dependence on the network, so it can’t be used 
offline.  
The mobile application is installed on a mobile 
device (tablet or smartphone) by downloading 
from a suitable resource, afterwards the application 
works offline. All the data that the mobile applica-
tion works with is stored on user’s device. This 
approach makes the problem of accessibility easier 
than web applications do it. Another advantage of 
mobile applications is the user’s confidence in the 
security of the product, because app developers 
make thorough checking of the proposed product 
for viruses. The disadvantage of mobile applica-
tions is as a rule a longer and more expensive  
development process than for client-server deve- 
lopment with similar functionality [20]. It should 
also be noted that the mobile application is almost 
always in addition to the web application, i. e. the 
company begins with the development of a web 
application and only then moves to its mobile 
counterpart. Therefore, it was decided to use the 
maximum advantages of the above options and 
implement the web application to our electronic 
dictionary with the ability to work in the local  
network of BNTU and its mobile counterpart for 
the Android operating system [21–26]. 
In the process of English-Belarusian-Russian 
technical dictionary development, a client-server 
application was developed. It is created in the Java 
programming language on the base of the architec-
tural pattern MVC (Model-View-Controller) [27, 28]. 
The General architecture of the application is 




Fig. 2. General architecture of the application 
 
The server part of the developed system con-
tains MySQL database and JAVA EE (Enter- 
prise Edition) server that operates with TomCat 
servlet container. The client part of the system con-
tains SQLite database and a mobile application  
for Android operating system. To create and design 
the mobile application the standard tools of An-
droid Studio development environment were  
used [29].  
 
User manual for English-Belarusian-Russian  
electronic dictionary TechLex 
 
The web application of the electronic dictio-
nary TechLex is deployed in the local network  
of Belarusian National Technical University 
[http://172.16.11.72:4325], which must be typed in 
the browser address bar from any University com-
puter. After that, the main dictionary window will 
be displayed (Fig. 3).  
The application interface is created in the Bela-
rusian language. The default translation direction  
is “Англiйская мова” → “Беларуская мова”. The 
subject area “Information technologies” is filled 
with linguistic terms described above. There is a 
possibility to provide tabs for other subject areas: 
“Water Supply”, “Civil Engineering and Architec-
ture”, “Transport Communications”, “Economics”, 
“Power Plant Construction” and “Pedagogy”.  
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Fig. 3. The main dictionary window of TechLex 
 
To translate word, you need to start typing it  
in the search field, and all the words and phrases 
containing the entered part will be displayed in the 
lines for the translated values. So Fig. 4 shows  
a copy screen of TechLex for the translation in the 
direction of “English language” → “Руская мова” 
of subject area “Information technologies” for the 
words with syllable buf (the aim of a user is the 
word buffer). The results of the search are five 
words combinations displayed by the dictionary  
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To add new words to TechLex database an ad-
ministration module is provided. For this purpose, 
in the upper right corner of the dictionary you need 
to click on the button “Увайсцi”. After that, the 
form shown in Fig. 5 will be displayed. If authenti-
cation is successful, the main page of the admi- 
nistration module with the ability to add, edit,  
delete words from LD will be displayed on the 
screen. If the login or password is incorrect, an 
error message will appear.  
 
 
Fig. 5. The input form of an administration module 
 
It should also be added that after logging into 
the administration module as an administrator, the 
user has a possibility to create, delete, and edit  
extra users. Clicking on the menu item “Дадаць 
карыстальнiка” the form of adding a user is 








1. Presented English-Belarusian-Russian elec-
tronic dictionary TechLex is a completely new 
electronic dictionary and has the following ad-
vantages: 
 the linguistic database of the dictionary is 
compiled not by the traditional method of pro-
cessing a large number of paper dictionaries  
and combining the received translations, but by 
sequential processing of scientific and technical  
English-language periodicals; 
 the dictionary database has the possibility of 
simultaneous work of several users; 
 the software of the proposed electronic  
dictionary is designed taking into account the ana- 
lysis of modern electronic multilingual translation 
dictionaries and is a client-server application in the 
Java programming language; 
 the client part of the system contains a mobile 
application for the Android operating system, 
which has been tested on tablets and smartphones 
with different screen diagonals; 
 the interface of the TechLex dictionary is  
designed taking into account the possibility of  
adding new subject areas and filling them with  
appropriate lexical material; 
 TechLex dictionary is the first technical mul-
tilingual electronic dictionary having an English-
Belarusian-Russian version. 
2. Web-application and mobile version of the 
TechLex dictionary were tested and included in  
the educational process of students on the spe- 
cialty 1-080101-07 “Professional training (Infor-
matics)” (Engineering and Pedagogical Depart-
ment) for the discipline “Foreign language (Eng-
lish)” (Act approved at the meeting of the 2nd Eng-
lish Department, 30.08.2019, Protocol No 1) and 
the students on specialties 1-40 05 01 “Information 
Systems and Technologies”, 1-40 01 01 “Infor-
mation Technologies Software” for the disciplines 
“Software Testing and Debugging” and “Software 
Reliability” (Act approved at the meeting of  
Information Systems and Technologies Software 
Department, 22.05.2019, Protocol No 11). In the 
future, it is planned to connect the training compo-
nent to the electronic dictionary with the possi- 
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